Establishing an End-to-End Strategy

Dynamic responsiveness for competitive agility
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Creating DevOps with Continuous Delivery

Addressing Omnichannel Delivery and Organizational Challenges

Rapid, higher quality, business agility

To be competitive, enterprises must integrate and aggregate into a common dashboard – fast disruption demands quality, dynamic deployment, and overarching strategies for quality and delivery.

Modernizing while dealing with "long tail" of heritage apps is formidable: Must address dynamic data coordination, inventory, including SOR; demands quality, integration, modernization.

Software with SAP (HANA) is business backbone, with other ERP and app – incorporate agile approaches, AI/ML and analytics to modernize business.

Organizations are moving from product delivery to value delivery increasingly.

The vast majority of organizations are releasing software weekly – an increase of 26%; the number of organizations releasing software weekly doubled in 2021 at 90.5%.

50.5% of respondents indicated IDC's endorsement of the sponsor's or licensee's products or strategies.

Visit the Micro Focus Application Delivery site